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aluminium shroud, a large
wing surface area, and the use

of thrust-vectoring. The
RB-001 was designed for

subsonic passenger and freight
transport in urban areas. There
were a total of five production
vehicles and all were delivered
to the customers in 2011. Dec
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category, but that does not
mean it is the perfect electric

aircraft for everyone.
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the website is running on
Ubuntu 14.04. Any

suggestions on how to get rid
of this? Any help would be

much appreciated. A: I finally
got it working. Needed to do a
few things: Update the xampp

version of apache to 2.4.9.
Had to modify the.htaccess

file. Enabled the mod_rewrite
rule. The rest should work out
of the box. Here is what I had
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to do: Open a terminal
(Start->PowerShell->Open

terminal) Install the apache2
and php packages for xampp
Get latest version of xampp
Connect to the server via ssh

Install the phpmyadmin
package Open the

phpmyadmin and create a
database Create a user Change
the password Grant the access
to the user Start the apache2
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server Restart the xampp
server Test the server You are

done! Have fun. Q: Is it
possible to install a GUI on the
Raspberry Pi? I've heard that
there's some kind of software
that lets you install a GUI on
the Pi, but I haven't been able
to find it yet. Does anybody
know where to find it? A:

From an interview with the
creator of the Pi, it is clear that
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he has never had the desire to
install a GUI on the Pi. Also
from that interview: I don't

actually have a use for it, and
it's more work, but as a geek I

do like the idea of having a
full windowing environment
running on the 2d92ce491b
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